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ABSTRACT
A Six-Week Sermon Series:
Changing Attitudes Toward
Personal Stewardship and Financial Planning
by
Stephen Gary Price
This research project dealt with attitudes and how they
influenced personal stewardship and financial planning. The
purpose of this study was to develop, implement, and evaluate
a six-week sermon series on biblical principles of financial
stewardship dealing with attitudes toward charitable giving
and personal finances. The members of the congregation of the
Ayersville United Methodist Church were the subjects of the
research .
Attitudes toward charitable giving and personal finances
were measured with a researcher-designed questionnaire given
before the sermon series began and after its completion. The
average weekly giving pattern of the congregation was measured
before, during, and after the six-week sermon series.
The sermons prepared the listeners to evaluate their attitudes
toward financial management and charitable giving. The
biblical principles of financial stewardship presented aided
the listeners in approaching their finances.
The findings at the close of the study revealed no sig
nificant statistical change in attitudes. The church offerings did
increase during and after the sermon series.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of the Study
John Avanzini, minister, reached a crisis point with
spending. The situation involved a number of major credit
cards charged to the limit, gasoline credit cards
cancelled with large unpaid balances, department store
card balances unpaid, overdue loans from individuals,
income tax payment overdue, automobiles repossessed, and
homes foreclosed. In the face of this debt, Avanzini and
his wife were forced to declare bankruptcy. On the night
before this event was planned, God revealed to Avanzini
"The Master Plan." The solution to his problem, given to
him by God, kept Avanzini 's ministry from disgrace and
helped him pay off the mountain of debt he had incurred.
This overpowering debt caused the Avanzini family many
sleepless nights and joy was slowly fading from their lives
and marriage. The first thing that needed to be done was to
turn to God for the solution. The power of debt was broken
with the help of God. A change of attitude toward spending
developed as a result of God's intervention. In Avanzini 's
book. Rapid Debt Reduction Strategies, he shared "The Master
Plan" with others to help them break the power of debt in
their lives (39).
This example of a minister in financial crisis made it
clear that a study presenting biblical principles of financial
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stewardship dealing with attitudes toward charitable giving
and personal finances was needed. God can intervene in our
personal finances as He did with Avanzini. When we turn to
God first for the solution of our financial problems, our
attitudes toward spending and giving are changed.
Background for the Study
Since childhood, financial management played an important
part in my life. One of my first memories was of a savings
account I started with $1.75 that I earned for helping a
neighbor. I earned money by mowing lawns and doing odd jobs
to buy a bicycle and later my first car. During high school I
worked at a grocery store. My background included being a
grocery manager in a large supermarket, teaching high school
business and accounting courses, and then being called into
ful 1 time ministry.
After many years in the work force earning, saving,
and sharing money, I desired to share my knowledge and
ability to manage finances with others. Many times I
helped friends and those in need of advice with financial
matters; yet too often I saw many reject sound financial
practices in everyday living.
My friend, Bob, had a problem with the loan payments for
his home. In the early 1980's when inflation was very high,
the bank would not accept a $200 partial payment rather than
the $250 full monthly payment. Even though he kept the $200,
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he could only save an additional $250 the next month; thus
giving him funds for a $450 two-month payment. When the bank
refused to accept $450 as a partial payment on his $500 two-
month debt. Bob became angry and spent the $450 to remodel
the house. A long story shortened; four months later Bob
received a notice from the bank asking him and his family to
move because their house would be sold. A change of attitude
toward financial planning could have prevented the loss of
this family's home.
Often credit card debt can create havoc in the family
when the monthly bills come due. The management of personal
funds becomes difficult when unnecessary expenditures are made
with the credit card. The unpaid balance builds and it
becomes more difficult to make the monthly payments. I have
watched couples as the tension builds. They do not know how
to handle this financial pressure because many have not
learned to budget their monthly incomes and control their
spending. The individual's attitude concerning the use of
financial resources can help him/her take control of spending.
Consumer debt is increasing at a rate higher than the
cost of living. In 1988, consumer debt grew by $50 billion to
a total of $700 billion and that does not include the more
than $1 trillion owed on home mortgages. Credit cards are one
of the primary causes of the debt problem and the ability to
pay is decreasing steadily. With the ease of declaring
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bankruptcy, this unpayable debt is cancelled. When bankruptcy
is used to correct irresponsible spending, it is wrong
(Avanzini, War on Debt, 23-27).
The scriptures disclose that everything belongs to God;
that the resources persons enjoy come from God; and that they
need to return some of those resources to Him. Burkett wrote
in Your Finances in Changing Times that
finances are just another aspect of the Christian's
life that God wants to manage. If we are stewards and
God is the owner, then it is His wisdom that we must
seek. Therefore, we must go to God's Word for our
plans (81 ) .
I believe that preaching and sharing my insights
concerning finances can be an effective approach to help
others understand how to manage their personal finances. I
have decided to address the congregation of the Ayersville
United Methodist Church concerning their attitudes toward
stewardship and financial planning with a series of sermons.
Statement of the Problem
One of the root causes of financial insecurity is
embedded in the attitudes held toward stewardship. This
insecurity can be seen in the financial destruction running
rampant in our society, often a result of not being faithful
to one's understanding of the use or stewardship of God's
resources. Destruction of many marriages, of families, and of
dreams has been caused by individuals who did not understand
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that their attitudes toward finances controlled their spending
habi ts.
When individuals desire to reorganize their finances,
they need the attitude that God's Word governs their
decisions. Burkett paraphrased Proverbs 27:12 in The Coming
Economic Earthquake this way: "A wise man looks ahead to see
if there is a problem coming and tries to avoid it. Only a
naive person proceeds without caution" (213). The scriptures
should help form our attitudes toward spending and giving.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to develop, implement, and
evaluate a six-week sermon series on biblical principles of
financial stewardship dealing with attitudes toward charitable
giving and personal finances. The sermons were preached to
the congregation of the Ayersville United Methodist Church,
Defiance, Ohio. In conducting the research, these questions
were addressed:
Research Question #1 : What were the attitudes toward
charitable giving and financial planning of the congregation
of the Ayersville United Methodist Church prior to a six-week
sermon series on biblical principles of financial stewardship?
Research Question #2: In what ways did attitudes of
constituents of the Ayersville United Methodist Church change
following a six-week sermon series on biblical principles of
financial stewardship?
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Research Question #3: What relationships, if any,
existed between subjects' attitudes toward finances and their
practices in charitable giving?
Context of the Study
The context of this study is the congregation of
Ayersville United Methodist Church, Defiance, Ohio.
Ayersville is a small community located in rural northwest
Ohio about five miles from Defiance. Some of the congregation
are farmers, some work in factories, and some are
professional. One of the industries located in our area is
General Motors. Many of our congregants work at General
Motors. Over half of the congregation have incomes over
$35,000 with twenty-five percent over $65,000. About one-
third of the families have children in the home and are under
age 45. Nearly two-thirds of the people have a college degree
or some college work. Most attend church three or four
Sundays a month and give regularly into the general operation
of the church.
The membership at Ayersville this year is 251 persons
with an average worship attendance of 128. During the last
five years there has not been much fluxuation in membership
with the high being 262 persons in 1992 and the low being 245
members in 1995. Average worship attendance has ranged
between 127 and 131 since 1992. Visitors are present
frequently and many of them return.
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This congregation built a new church for $350,000 in
1975. This amount was paid in full in less than twenty years.
At that time, the membership was 322 with an average
attendance of 181 for worship. In 1996 a new parsonage was
built for $172,000. At this time the mortgage is two-thirds
paid with $63,000 owed.
The congregation is very mission minded. They gave
$18,000 divided in thirds to local, national, and
international efforts in 1996. This was sixteen percent of
the general church budget of $118,719. The general fund
remains sufficient to handle the operation of the church.
Definition of Terms
This study used a six-week sermon series that dealt
with attitudes and their effect on biblical stewardship and
financial planning. The definition of these terms are
included to clarify the intention of the study.
Biblical Stewardship: Use of God-given resources for the
accomplishment of God-given goals. The individual is
the steward, the caretaker of the resources; God is the owner
(Blue, Money Management, 47).
Financial planning: Predetermined use of financial
resources in order to accomplish certain goals and objectives.
Description of the Project
The six-week sermon series was based on attitudes as they
dealt with these selected biblical principles of stewardship:
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(1) everything belongs to God; (2) the resources persons enjoy
come from God; and (3) some of these resources need to be
returned to God. The change in attitudes to be suggested in
the sermons included a shift: (1) from selfishness to grace,
(2) from fear to trust, (3) from pride to humility, and (4)
from greed to giving. Each was approached from the negative
moving toward the positive. The goal of the sermon series was
that a positive outlook toward stewardship unlocks the door to
a future of financial freedom.
Each thirty-minute sermon was preached during the regular
worship service on six consecutive Sundays. A pretest was
given during the worship service that the first sermon dealing
with biblical stewardship was preached. The posttest was
given on the sixth Sunday following the sixth sermon in the
series. The church offerings were also compared for six weeks
before, during, and six weeks after the series was completed
to determine the impact of the sermon series on charitable
giving.
Significance of the Study
As persons began to deal with the biblical principles of
stewardship and the attitudes they have toward steward-ship,
they can begin to see God's hand in their finances. "God owns
everything" was the foundation of the study. The negative
attitudes (selfishness, fear, pride, and greed) and positive
attitudes (grace, trust, humility, and giving) that one held
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concerning stewardship were considered as they related to this
fact. The people who heard, understood, and acted positively
on their attitudes towards stewardship should have benefitted
in their relationship with God, their families, their church,
and their communities. Their ability to manage their finances
should have improved. Their feeling of responsibility for
stewardship should have grown stronger.
The church has benefitted because people have been using
their God-given resources to do God's work. Since people have
been giving into the operation of the church, the church has
reached out in ever widening circles to bring the Kingdom of
God into view. More people have found God's place for them
and have begun meeting their responsibilities to Him.
Theoretical Framework
Attitude is the way in which one looks at things, the
mental focus one has developed in life (Chapman, 6).
Attitudes can be changed and therefore cause behavioral
change. An awareness of attitudes can be achieved when
individuals begin to look at their lives. Preaching using the
inductive style of storytelling allows one to use word
pictures to strengthen positive attitudes toward life.
I believe that by telling stories in my sermons about
people who have experienced life changes in the areas of
personal finances and charitable giving can help individuals
change their attitudes toward spending and giving.
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Boomershine says,
Telling a story to another person or to a group,
face to face, is different from reading a book.
It has its own unique dynamics. Storytelling is
fun, engaging, spontaneous, and playful (18).
When stories are told, friends are formed and bonding begins.
Emotions are kindled. Memories are activated. Persons become
involved in the scene that is set. A link is formed
connecting the listener, the story teller, and the situation.
Preaching is meaningful for revitalizing congregations.
Preaching as story weaving is a golden thread that is woven
into the fabric of congregational renewal. Stories make
sermons visible, valuable, and vitalizing (Morgan, 88, 89).
Ralph Lewis tells a story of an artist who set up his
easel in a park and began painting. People slowly began to
gather to watch. As he was painting, he began to tell the
story of his creation. It was a story that all could relate
to and many responded to Jesus. They were involved in the
painting and the story (16).
As I preached about finances and biblical stewardship, I
involved the listener in the biblical story and the life story
that were intertwined in the verbal portrait presented.
Memory, emotion, and imagination were drawn upon as the
stories were unrolled. The emphasis of my storytelling during
these six sermons was that God owns everything. I painted
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word pictures with the stories that I told involving the
listener in the biblical principles of stewardship.
Methodology
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the change of
attitude toward charitable giving and financial management
following a six-week sermon series on biblical principles of
stewardship and financial management. A researcher-designed
questionnaire was developed to measure the demographics and
the attitudes of the congregation toward financial planning
and charitable giving. The 1992-93 Barna Report and the Local
Church Planning Manual were used as guides to create this
instrument. A pilot questionnaire was given to the members of
the Congregational Reflective Group. After the attitudinal
profile of this group was completed and assessed, the group
discussed its validity so that the finished instrument was
more effective. The changes to the questionnaire were made.
The researcher-designed questionnaire was given to the
congregation, October 13, 1996, the morning of the beginning
of the sermon series dealing with the impact of negative and
positive attitudes on biblical stewardship and financial
management. The pretest helped to determine the
congregational attitudes involving stewardship before they
were addressed in the sermon series. Experiences, as well as
scripture, were used to demonstrate the power of attitudes as
they dealt with individuals' stewardship. The social and
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economic characteristics of the respondents were considered as
intervening variables in regard to the attitudes that appear
on the questionnaire. The sermons were designed to guide the
listeners from their present attitudes toward stewardship and
financial management to experience the grace of God in their
use of His resources. A posttest measure was given following
the sixth sermon, November 17, 1996.
Population and Sample
The subjects of this project were sixty-nine persons of
the Ayersville congregation, eighteen and older, for the
pretest. Eighty-two persons who heard at least two of the six
sermons were the sample for the posttest.
Data Collection Procedures
The method of data collection included a pretest measure
followed by a treatment (the six-week sermon series) and a
posttest for a single group. The researcher-designed
questionnaire included various items of a demographic nature
in addition to items that measured the attitudes of the
respondents concerning charitable giving and personal
finances. The responses were tallied to compare the attitudes
prevalent in each subject. Participation was voluntary and
anonymous. The pretest was given at the beginning of the
morning service, October 13, 1996, so as not to interrupt
worship. The posttest was given immediately following the
sixth sermon, November 17, 1996.
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Relationships between attitudes and charitable giving
were measured by comparing the church offerings for six weeks
before the sermon series with those during and six weeks
following the series. The information from the church
offerings was made available by the financial secretary of
Ayersville United Methodist Church.
Delimitations and Genera 1 i zabi 1 i ty
This study is specifically general i zable to other United
Methodist churches with similar socio-economic make-up which
are located in the Midwest of the United States. Beyond the
United Methodist Church, the study may have implications for
other local churches somewhat similar to Ayersville United
Methodist Church.
Theological Foundations
The three biblical principles that were dealt with
in this project were (1) everything belongs to God, "The
silver is mine, and the gold is mine, declares the Lord
Almighty" (Hag. 2:8); (2) the resources persons enjoy are
given to them by God, "But remember the Lord your God, for it
is He who gives you the ability to produce wealth" (Deut.
8:18); and (3) a portion of these resources need to be
returned to God, "If you are really eager to give, then it
isn't important how much you have to give. God wants you to
give what you have, not what you haven't" (2 Cor. 8:12).
These three principles contain the heart of the message that
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people need to hear to gain perspective in the use of their
personal finances.
I wove the biblical stories, the personal experiences,
and the chosen attitudes (selfishness, grace, fear, trust,
pride, humility, greed, and giving) into a tapestry of
biblical stewardship. I wanted to lead the congregants of
Ayersville United Methodist Church into an expanded perception
of personal stewardship and financial planning. Each week I
contrasted a negative attitude with a positive one to
illustrate the effect of attitudes on stewardship. The result
was that in the six sermons, the principles of biblical
stewardship were illustrated for the listeners in vivid word
pi ctures .
I believe that as the listeners heard the stories, they
became part of the picture, were drawn into the situations,
and connected with the persons of the story. Decisions as a
result of inductive preaching are made.
Organization of the Study
The study was organized into five chapters. Chapter 1
gave the purpose of the study and why I felt it was impor
tant. Chapter 2 reviewed the literature which linked this
study to the scripture and to authors grounded in scripture.
Chapter 3 contained the design of the study, setting the
limits and validity. The means of data collection and the
method of data analysis were explained. Chapter 4 reported
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the findings of the study as they were revealed. Chapter 5
analyzed the results of the two attitude surveys and
determined success in removing the barriers created by
attitudes in the minds of the individuals who heard the
sermons. Future plans become reality when people's attitudes
toward biblical stewardship have changed.
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CHAPTER 2
Precedents in the Literature
I have pondered the dilemma created by the misunder
standing of finances for years. Many individuals need to
understand why they have not felt comfortable dealing with
their money. My observation is that negative attitudes block
their way to accomplishing their life time goals. I suggest
that when these barriers created by attitudes are broken down
stewardship can begin.
Persons holding a positive attitude concerning steward
ship and management of finances consider God as owner of
everything. Their responsibility is to use the resources God
has given them to tell the world about Jesus Christ. Henry
Lansdell, 1963, author of The Sacred Tenth, prayed that
readers would "perceive and know" what is the mind and will of
God respecting their giving, and that they may have "grace and
power faithfully to perform the same" (2).
Herb Miller, 1995, stated in a recent seminar on church
growth that the attitudes of people born since 1946 shifted
from "self-denial" to "self-gratification." This baby boomer
generation's attitudes toward finances included selfishness,
fear, pride, and greed.
Barna, 1992, surveyed a group of people with this
statement: "If you don't look out for your own best interests,
you can be sure no one else will either" (225). Of the 476
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respondents ages 27-45 (post 1946), 30 percent agreed
somewhat; while the 234 respondents ages 46-64 (pre 1946), 21
percent agreed somewhat. This is indicative of the attitude
shift that Miller presented of individuals as they face their
personal finances.
Larry Burkett, a recognized leader in Christian finance,
teaches principles and tools of financial management to
individuals and families throughout our country. He says that
individuals should consider that God is in control of their
finances. He contends in Your Finances in Changing Times.
1975, that a Christian "cannot experience peace in the area of
finances until he has surrendered total control of this area
to God and accepted his position as a steward" (39). This
thinking requires individuals to change their attitudes
concerning the ownership of their material resources.
Stewardship from a biblical perspective is reflected in
the attitudes of individuals. Stewardship is a way of life
grounded in the scriptures, a way that persons see them-selves
as being part of God's creation. When a person understands
his/her place as one created in God's image then attitude and
behavior patterns begin to reflect that "God owns everything."
Another meaning of stewardship deals with God's covenant
with the people He created and their response to the redeeming
love of Christ. As persons recognize the grace of God, they
begin to use their talents and possessions as witnesses of
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God's love. Paul writes that Christians should regard
themselves "as servants of Christ and stewards of the
mysteries of God" (I Corinthians 4:1). This brings the
responsibility of stewardship to the Christian. Paul implies
that the church member has an obligation to support the
program of the church with his/her talents, possessions, and
prayers .
Miller, 1990, asks, "Do we understand that people become
good stewards because of preaching, teaching, and stewardship
programs, rather than because they automatically start giving
sacri f ici al 1 y of themselves when they start attending church"
(117)? I approached this question for the Ayersville United
Methodist Church congregation by preaching about stewardship.
I agree with Miller's statement that "stewardship grows as a
result of preachi ng . . . desi gned to help encourage its
[stewardship's] growth" (117).
Inductive Preaching
Ralph Lewis, 1983, makes this statement regarding the
minister's approach to inductive preaching.
Come, walk with me. Together we'll find generalized
concepts and conclusions as we look at some vital,
representative instances. We'll begin where you are.
We'll use evidence common to our everyday experience.
We'll go at your pace and follow your interests, face
your problems. And ultimately we'll find the answers
to your needs in God's Word (44).
This comment by Lewis brings the concept of inductive
preaching closer to the perspective of this project.
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The inductive preacher seeks to help listeners see the
truth in such a way that they are ready to accept,
agree with and respond to that truth at the end of the
sermon ( 81 ) .
Craddock poses this question in his book. As One Without
Authority, "Does the inductive method of preaching effect
change" (72)? Two characteristics of inductive preaching
which indicate the movement of the sermon are that the nature
of inductive logic is inconclusive and that the listener car
choose his/her own conclusions (72). Therefore, the
importance of the content and the method in which it is
presented is the message to be imparted to the listener.
Inductive preaching is an art in itself. Stories can draw the
listener closer to his/her own life situations and what
scripture says about them. Craddock says this regarding the
ability of inductive preaching to effect change; "Permit
persons to decide and they are compelled to decide no
one
likes decisions. ...But to risk everything is the only way to
gain everything" (74, 75).
Chapman, 1993, contends that each individual is in
control of his/her attitude. One's perceptual powers and how
one applies them controls the mental focus of his/her
life.
All you need do is believe that what you
dwell on mentally
determines the state of your attitude (8).
I preached the truth of dealing with one's finances with
a positive outlook. The sermons preached inductively helped
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the listeners see biblical truth and adjust their attitudes to
reflect a positive outlook toward stewardship.
The individual's attitude toward finances should reflect
that God is the owner of all. Nearly two-thirds of the
parables that Jesus taught dealt with stewardship. His
parables about money convey many things about the attitude God
desires. Burkett, 1975, points out that a changed attitude
towards stewardship must reflect God's principles (Your
Finances. . . , 82). In order to determine God's attitude
concerning the accumulation and use of money, the Bible has
some pertinent insights. Money, being part of stewardship,
determines how people conduct their lives. Attitudes that
arise during the course of living determine one's stewardship
and ability to handle money.
The question is, "What is God's purpose for individuals
in their attitudes toward their use of money?"
The six-week series of sermons considered the effects of
positive and negative attitudes as they related to the use of
money. The positive attitude (frame of mind) toward
stewardship believes that God owns everything and that the
resources He has given are for the accomplishment of goals for
His Kingdom. Some behaviors which illustrate this positive
attitude include grace, trust, humility, and giving. Negative
attitudes toward stewardship include selfishness, fear, pride,
and greed.
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Preaching Can Cause Attitudes to Change
A little imagination, a sense of promotion, the right
motivations and a little spice are what is needed to produce
change (Dichter, 141). Inductive preaching can cause the
"Aha" experience. By painting word pictures and by creating
real experiences, the preacher invites the listener to become
a participant. The listener fills in the missing parts thus
becoming involved, interested, and open to persuasion.
Attitudes are the relatively enduring organization of
evaluative and causal beliefs about an object or situation.
Attitudes have motivational properties intended to result in
positions toward the attitude object or situation (Rokeach,
1980). Unless an attitude change occurs in a direction that
is consistent with existing values, it will not endure (J Soc
Issues, W '94). I believe that the sermons delivered
inductively created situations in which the listeners were
motivated to make decisions consistent with their values.
Motivation for charitable giving does include giving
because an individual wants to give to God. Most giving is
rational behavior and makes entirely good sense to the giver
(Money Matters, 128). Taking this statement to heart, one
realizes that giving is an attitude that is motivated by the
listener's involvement in the situation. The stories
presented in inductive preaching can involve the listener and
give him/her opportunities to make decisions concerning giving
and personal finances.
From Negative Attitudes to Positive Attitudes
Negative attitudes are contrary to truth and, in general,
the norm in this generation. This became evident during the
preaching series as some of these attitudes were examined as
they pertained to stewardship. Often the priority for use of
money is materialistic and not spiritual. Sometimes the fact
that everything belongs to God is clouded by the cares of the
day and ignored when it is time to plan financially.
Negative attitudes toward stewardship contain the belief
that one's accumulated resources are to accomplish personal
goals with little regard for others or for God. Selfishness,
fear, pride, and greed are a few of the unsatisfactory
attitudes that were considered as the sermons unfolded.
The ideal way to undertake finances and stewardship would
be with a positive attitude. When stewardship is approached
with the positive attitudes of grace, trust, humility, and the
act of giving, it results in more successful financial
management.
Blue, 1986, speaks of the Christian being salt and light
to the world in Master Your Money. Blue regards the financial
perspective of the Christian as being eternal and not focused
on the uncertainty of our national and world economy. I agree
that our attitude towards possessions should be free of worry.
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When money can be managed without anxiety, individuals can be
free to be the salt and light of the world. God did not mean
for us to be burdened with care (17,18).
Every person has certain duties to God and to one
another: these duties provide motivation for stewardship.
Until a person understands what God has done in creation,
he/she cannot grasp the true meaning of stewardship of life.
When one's possessions are used correctly, they are used in
the worship of God. Christians live under the obligation and
grace of God. This provides the motivation to use life and
possessions as stewards responsible to God.
From Selfishness to Grace
Selfishness. One of the barriers on the road to
stewardship and financial freedom is the attitude of
selfishness. Webster's Dictionary defines selfishness as
concern for only oneself. Selfish persons' twisted priorities
inhibit God's plan for their lives. The desires and
influences of life overshadow the needs of others. Money
becomes more important than God. "What good is it for a man
to gain the whole world, and yet lose or forfeit his very
self? (Luke 9:25)" Arndt illustrates this verse in the
commentary, Luke, as a scale weighing all the earthly
treasures on the one side and the soul on the other. Jesus is
telling us that the soul outweighs everything else (260).
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Perspective is lost when an individual sees only
him/herself. Christians can lose perspective when they fail
to relinquish control of their lives to God. Persons with
negative attitudes toward stewardship have not conceded that
their money is God's. They have not learned to seek God's
direction when it comes to the use of their financial
resources. The one who puts possessions before God has not
considered the needs of others.
Grace. Grace is an alternative to selfishness. God sent
His only begotten Son as an act of grace that those who
believe in Him may have eternal life. This act of grace was
to defeat the power of selfishness in every aspect of life.
God gave His all so that all could respond to His grace.
The Bible reveals that grace is the unmerited love and
favor of God toward humanity. Kenneth Kinghorn, 1992,
confirms this meaning of grace in his book. The Gospel of
Grace. "Our reliance on the grace of God means that we
surrender pride and the desire to control our own
destiny" (65).
The attitude of grace impacts the use of money and the
act of stewardship. When does an individual consider that
God's attitude of grace has provided the needs, wants, and
desires of life? This occurs at the moment that material
desires cease to eclipse Godly desires. A change of attitude
reveals a new goal for living. When a person realizes that
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everything comes from God as a gift and by His grace, then
great strides can be made toward stewardship.
This statement by Paul in 2 Corinthians 9:8 illustrates
what occurs when God's grace is reflected in action.
And God is able to make all grace abound to you, so
that in all things at all times, having all that you
need, you will abound in every good work.
When God's attitude concerning finances transfers to the
individual, it becomes the positive attitude of grace. This
verse makes clear that God's grace is available in the realm
of individuals' finances to the extent that their needs are
met and that they can help others. Many of the authorities in
biblical stewardship make it clear in their material that when
we follow God's principles He will supply our needs.
That is grace. When individuals recognize that God owns
everything and that they are stewards of God's resources, then
financial management comes into focus.
From Fear to Trust
Another attitude that blocks stewardship is fear. When
one's approach to finances involves the fear that necessary
obligations will not be met, no space is provided for giving
to God.
Fear. Webster defines fear as an anxiety about something
to happen in the future. Fear is a trap that catches many
Christians as they plan for spending, saving, and charitable
giving. They get caught up in storing away money
for future
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needs, forgetting their responsibilities to God. God says to
provide for our needs and those of others, but to remember our
tithe to Him.
Trust. In his book, 1989, What the Bible Says about
Money, Burkett defines trust as placing confidence in God's
power (16). This positive attitude toward stewardship is
revealed in scripture. The Bible reveals everything that God
will do and provide. He owns everything. What He promises.
He delivers. As persons become familiar with the scriptures,
they can begin to trust God.
Trusting in God means believing that God owns everything.
"The silver is mine, and the gold is mine, declares the Lord
Almighty" (Hag. 2:8). "For every animal of the forest is
mine, and the cattle on a thousand hills" (Ps. 50:10,11).
When persons have trusted God enough, they realize that
He enabled them to succeed in the goals they set. God says,
"But remember the Lord your God: for it is He who gives you
the ability to produce wealth" (Deut. 8:18). "Remember, you
earn, but God enables" (MacGregor 33).
Malcolm MacGregor, 1977, wrote in Your Money Matters:
Another step in recognizing that God owns
everything is to realize that as Christians our
commitment to God is not only "spiritual" but it
relates to every aspect of our lives. In other
words, if you have dedicated your life to Christ,
all you have is His also (MacGregor 33).
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That is trust. One reaches the point that reality means
all belongs to God. The only thing left is to offer all to
Christ. When the attitude of trust is reached, stewardship
can begin.
Burkett, 1975, teaches:
God will use money to develop our trustworthiness.
This principle is important because our lives revolve
around the making, spending, saving, and other uses of
money. Luke 16:11 questions: "So if you have not
been trustworthy in handling worldly wealth, who
will trust you with true riches" (Your Fi nances . . . ,
48)?
Trust is essential in dealing with stewardship and
personal finances. As this dimension develops, the attitude
of trusting God and others becomes more important. The level
of trusting reached determines the amount of stewardship
attai ned .
Blue, 1986, stated the attitude one should hold toward
stewardship in this manner.
The principle found in Scripture is that God owns it
all. Therefore, whatever He chooses to entrust you
with, hold with an open hand, allowing Him to entrust
you with more if He so chooses, or allowing Him to take
whatever He wants. It is all His. That is the
attitude He wants you to develop, and whatever you
have, your attitude should remain the same (22).
From Pride to Humility
Pride. Webster's New World Dictionary, 1988, defines
pride as the regarding of oneself with undue favor. Often
pride blocks stewardship and successful money management
because the goals and objectives of the individual are out of
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balance. When one makes financial decisions thinking only of
him/herself, stewardship is sadly neglected. Proverbs 11:2
says, "When pride comes, then comes disgrace, but with
humility comes wisdom".
Humility:. Regarded as a positive attitude by Burkett,
1989, humility is the quality of being humble in spirit and
mind. A humble person is not egotistical about riches (14).
In the Book of Psalms, David wrote that the humble would
inherit the land (Psalms 37:11). The writer of Luke records
that the one who is humble shall be exalted (Luke 14:11). In
William Arndt's, 1956, Luke, he states, "It is the truly
humble person who is great in God's sight, and in due time
there will be divine recognition of his worth" (339).
Humility as an attitude towards stewardship implies the
necessity of seeing the value of life from God's perspective.
God desires that the value He gives to each one be
acknowledged by that person's deeds. Schweizer's, 1984, Ihe
Good News According to Luke records
that a person who attaches no value to him or herself
cannot truly value others Jesus would like to free
his listeners from the need always to advance their
own cause and come out on top or to count the profit.
Not to have to impress others..., but to be
unconditionally generous� that would indeed set us
free to lead truly human lives (236).
A Christian stands before God with respect for
the Creator of
all and with humility, knowing that God has provided
material
possessions only to be cared for temporarily.
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From Greed to Giving
Greed. Burkett , 1 989 , describes greed as the overwhelming
desire for more than one needs or deserves (21). Luke
recorded in his gospel what Jesus said to the multitude:
"Watch out! Be on your guard against all kinds of greed; a
man's life does not consist in the abundance of his
possessions" (Luke 12:15). Then he went on to tell of the
rich man who, having been very productive, decided to tear
down his barns and build new ones so that he could store all
the grain. As he did this he told his soul that he would have
years of ease and comfort ahead for himself. That night God
took his soul and said, "'...who will get what you have
prepared for yourself?' That is how it will be with anyone
who stores up things for himself but is not rich toward God"
(Luke 12:20,21 ) .
When an individual gives undue attention to his/her
possessions with little thought to God, this person needs to
learn the biblical principles of stewardship. A change of
attitude from greed to giving would create a world of
difference in this life.
Giving. Scripture shows us that giving is the act of
sharing from abundance or from need as the ultimate testimony
to God. When money is given as tithe, the attitude in which
it is given counts. When giving is done in love, it is right.
When giving is done resentfully, it is wrong; more is given up
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than money. When giving meets the needs of others, that is
giving to God. The Bible indicates that sharing is more than
giving money. It involves giving of the entire person to
another as though to Jesus. Burkett, 1975, suggested that the
attitude of the giver is paramount (Your Fi nances . . . ,
115,116).
The Bible says much about the attitude of giving. In the
parable of the good Samaritan, Luke 10:25-37, the Samaritan
stopped to help the wounded man because he was concerned and
compassionate. The road to Jericho was dangerous. The
traveller had been wounded. Were the bandits still close by?
The priest and the Levite had passed by without stopping.
They may have felt compassion but their attitudes blocked the
way for them to help. It was not convenient for them to stop.
The Samaritan gave of his financial resources as well as his
time and his safety. A true attitude of giving puts the other
person first and treats everyone in need as worthy of love and
compassion. Jesus is saying that the love of God in the
hearts of those giving is more important than the gift. The
knowledge that God owns everything makes cheerful giving
possible. With this attitude, finances become more manageable
and biblical stewardship more attainable.
As the literature review was constructed, the basic
concepts of the importance of giving and the attitude in which
it was given received attention. The analysis of the
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literature was organized into sections dealing with attitudes
using the Bible as the foremost source. As the research
progressed and the relationships between attitudes and
charitable giving developed, people encountered the biblical
principles of stewardship. The three principles
that I felt to be most important were: (1) everything belongs
to God, (2) the resources persons enjoy are given to them by
God, and (3) a portion of these resources must be returned to
God .
CHAPTER 3
Design of the Study
The purpose of the study was to assess the changes which
occur in a congregation's attitudes and giving patterns after
a six-week series of sermons on how a positive attitude toward
giving can affect financial stewardship. The following
research and operational questions were used to conduct the
i nvesti gation :
Research Question #1: What are the attitudes toward
charitable giving and financial planning of the congregation
of the Ayersville United Methodist Church prior to a six-week
sermon series on biblical principles of financial stewardship
measured by a researcher-designed questionnaire given before
the first sermon?
Operational Question #1 : What are the average charitable
giving patterns of the congregation before the sermon series
as provided by the financial records of the church?
Operational Question #2: What are the attitudes of the
congregation toward giving as measured by the pretest given
before the sermon series?
Research Question #2: In what ways do attitudes of
constituents of the Ayersville United Methodist Church change
following a six-week sermon series on biblical principles of
financial stewardship?
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Operational Question �1 : What differences in responses on the
two questionnaires determine attitude changes after the sermon
series? The responses were charted and compared.
Operational Question #2: How did the charitable giving
pattern change following the sermon series?
Research Question #3: What relationships, if any, exist
between subjects' attitudes toward finances and their
practices in charitable giving?
Operational Question #1 : How did the comparisons of the
pretest and the posttest relate to the average charitable
giving following the sermon series? The expectation was that
the subjects would show a more positive attitude toward
stewardship and that the average charitable giving would
i ncrease .
Operational Question #2: How were the demographics of the
congregation (sex, age, financial status, education, family)
reflected in the responses given on the questionnaires and the
average giving of the congregation? The anticipation was that
the older, more established persons would show a more positive
attitude toward giving than the younger persons starting
family and career.
Population and Sample
The congregation of the Ayersville United Methodist
Church served as the population of this study. The
congregation consists of 245 members with an average worship
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attendance of 131 persons. Members and friends, age eighteen
and over, were included in the population. The sample was the
69 persons who completed the pretest and the 82 persons who
finished the posttest and heard two or more of the six
sermons. The congregation is an established body, largely
rural, with about equal numbers of men and women. A large
group of families with children and teenagers are present
during the worship service.
Instrumentation
The researcher-designed questionnaire (Appendix A, figure
1) was developed to assess attitudes concerning stewardship.
George Barna' s 1992-93 The Barna Report and the Local Church
Planning Manual by Rusbuldt, Gladden and Green guided the
formation of the questionnaire. The questionnaire consisted
of 28 items: eleven items concerning the respondent, seven
items regarding the respondent's attitude toward money
management, five items assessing the respondent's attitude
toward charitable giving, and six items considering the
respondent's attitude toward biblical stewardship.
Reliability and Validity
The researcher-designed questionnaire was pilot tested by
the seven persons on the Congregational Reflection Group,
September 26, 1996. A few of the statements
were reworded to
avoid misunderstanding.
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Data Col 1 ecti on
The researcher-designed questionnaire was distributed at
the beginning of the worship service, October 13, 1996, to 69
persons, age eighteen or over, who were willing to
participate. Participation was on a voluntary basis and the
responses were anonymous. The project was explained by saying
that the pastor was completing the requirements for the
Doctoral of Ministries Degree at Asbury Theological Seminary
at Wilmore, Kentucky. A brief written explanation of the
survey was at the top of the questionnaire. The information
was used to assess the current attitudes of individuals
concerning stewardship and financial management. The pretest
was compared with the posttest taken by 82 persons following
the sermon series, November 17, 1996, to show changes in
atti tudes .
The offerings given each of six weeks before, during, and
after the sermon series were compared and helped to indicate
how a change of attitude affected giving.
Variables and Scale
The independent variable in this study is the six-week
sermon series dealing with how attitudes influence
stewardship and financial management. The charitable giving
of the persons who attend the Ayersville United Methodist
Church and the responses to both questionnaires are the
dependent variables of the study. The demographics of the
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individuals in this congregation (e.g., age, level of
education, income, and gender) were the intervening variables
for this study.
The intervening variables measured by the researcher-
designed questionnaire were used to analyze changes in giving
patterns. The relationship of gender, age, education, family,
and income level to the participant's attitudes toward
stewardship were explored.
Data Analysis
The relationships between the attitude surveys and the
charitable giving levels were assessed and graphed before and
after the sermon series.
Comparisons were made of the responses to the two
attitude surveys given before and after the sermon series.
The variance in the attitudes survey was compiled using a
frequency distribution to tally responses for each
questionnaire. This measurement indicated the influence of
the sermon series on the attitudes of the congregation and the
level of charitable giving evidenced.
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Chapter 4
Findings of the Study
The purpose of this study was to develop, implement, and
evaluate a six-week sermon series on biblical principles of
financial stewardship dealing with attitudes toward charitable
giving and personal finances. The sermons were preached to
the congregation of the Ayersville United Methodist Church,
Defiance, Ohio, on the six Sundays between October 13, 1996,
and November 17, 1996.
The six sermons developed used the following biblical
principles of stewardship: (1) everything belongs to God; (2)
the resources persons enjoy come from God; and (3) some of
these resources need to be returned to God. Each of the
sermons dealt with these three principles as well as the
importance of a positive attitude toward stewardship.
On October 13, 1996, the first of the sermons dealt with
how attitudes affect stewardship. A researcher-designed
questionnaire was distributed at the beginning of the worship
service so as not to interfere with worship. Those age
e-jghteen and over who wished to participate received a
questionnaire. Approximately fifteen minutes were given to
complete the survey. Sixty-nine responded from the attendance
of 119. Many of those who did not respond were children and
teenagers .
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The investigation began with the results of the pretest,
the preaching of the first sermon, "The Fifty Dollar
Mistake!," and the financial records for the offerings of the
six Sundays before October 13, 1996. The scores were tallied
for each question on the survey and recorded in Appendix A. A
condensed manuscript of each sermon has been included in
Appendix B. The financial record showing the current ratio of
giving for the six weeks before, during, and after the sermon
series is recorded in Table 3 in this chapter.
The last of the sermon series was preached November 17,
1996. A posttest was given at the close of the worship
service to ninety-four persons who were over eighteen. Twelve
of those people had not heard at least two of the sermons so
their questionnaires were not counted. The scores of the
eighty-two respondents were recorded in Appendix A. On
November 17, 156 persons were present at the worship service.
Many of those present were children and teenagers not included
in the study.
The subjects of the project are in regular attendance
of the Ayersville United Methodist Church. Table 1 details
the population according to gender, age, education, children
at home, and income. About 60 percent of the population are
female, 65 percent are over forty-six, 63 percent have a
college degree or some college, 33 percent have
children at
home, and 71 percent have incomes over $35,000. Farming,
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factory work, and professional employment are the main sources
of income for the congregation.
Table 1
Demographic Information
10/13/96 (N==69) 1 1/17/96 (N=82)
Population Characteristic n %
Gender Female 38 55. 1 50 61 .0
Male 31 44. 9 32 39 .0
Age 18-26 3 4. 3 6 7
.3
27-45 22 31 . 9 23 28 .0
46-64 24 34. 8 33 40 .2
65 or over 20 29. 0 20 24 .4
Education Col lege 37 54. 4 51 63 .0
High School 31 45. 6 30 37 . 0
Children < 18
32at Home Yes 24 36. 4 27 . 9
No 42 63. 6 55 67 . 1
Househol d Income
. 1Under $20,000 4 6 . 2 4 5
$20,000 to $34,999 25 39. 1 1 9 24 .0
$35,000 to $59,999 18 28. 1 37 46 .8
$60,000 or higher 1 7 26. 6 19 24 . 1
Research Question Results
The first research question explored was "What are the
attitudes toward charitable giving and financial planning of
the congregation of the Ayersville United Methodist Church
prior to a six-week sermon series on biblical principles
of
financial stewardship measured by a questionnaire given before
the first sermon?"
The pretest revealed an inclination toward biblical
stewardship. Item 13, "God owns everything", showed that 99
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percent of the respondents agreed. The responses to item 14,
"I try to take seriously what the Bible teaches when making
decisions about important issues in my life.", included 99
percent who thought it important. One hundred percent felt it
important to make a personal commitment to Jesus Christ (item
19). The importance of giving a tithe to the church was
agreed to by 85 percent of the respondents (item 20). The
feeling that 82 percent of the congregants had toward giving
was that they give because they want to (item 26). These
responses given before the sermon series revealed clearly the
importance that the people held toward charitable giving.
The second research question under investigation was "In
what ways were attitudes of constituents of the Ayersville
United Methodist Church changed following a six-week sermon
series on biblical principles of financial stewardship?"
The responses for the pretest and posttest are located in
Appendix A. These responses contain date, population number,
total responses for each item, and percent of population for
each response. Changes in attitudes were minimal yet
meaningful because attention was brought to the details of
biblical stewardship during the six-week sermon series.
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Table 2
CoiiDarisons of Relative Importance of Items 12-28 on Pretest-Posttest
% % %
Item Pretest Posttest Change
12. Everything in life is negotiable. 49 63 +14
13. God owns everything 99 97 -2
14. 1 try to take seriously what the Bible
-8teaches when making life's decisions. 99 91
15. 1 find that having enoughmoney for
-Ithe things I consider important in life... 85 84
16. 1 find having enough money for the
things that make living comfortably*... 83 82 -1
17. If I don't look out formy own best
interests, I can be sure no one else
will either. 65 57 -8
18. Nomatter how I feel aboutmoney.
it is still the main symbol of success
in life. 58 57 -1
19. 1 feel that it is important to make a
-1personal commitment to Jesus. 100 99
20. 1 feel that it is important that 1 give
80a tithe 01 ten percent ofmy income. 85 -5
21 . During the past month, I have given
84 +11
money to help needy people. 73
22. hi the past 30 days, I made a contii-
bution to a charitable organization other
78 +5thanmy local church. 73
23. Durii^ the past 30 days, 1 made a
contribution by responding to a special
+18church collection. 67 85
24. 1 am sensitive to the needs of the
poor.
93 91 -2
25. 1 usually attend same church. 100 95 -5
26. 1 give money to the church
82 76because I want to. -6
27. God's word is important as a
52 50guide inmy financial decisions.
-2
28. 1 meetmymontiily bills and
79 +4have money left.
75
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The current ratio shown in Table 3 indicated the ratio of
the weekly offering to the budget for each of the six weeks
before, during, and after the sermon series.
Table 3
Charitable Giving Ratios
Charitable Giving Ratios for Ayersville United Methodist
Church for six weeks before, six weeks during, and six weeks
after Sermon Series about attitudes and biblical stewardship.
Ratio Formula
Before
Result
- During - After
Eval uation
offer i ng
Current ratio budget
Week 1 0.5 1 .0 1 .3
2 0.5 1 .2 1 .2
3 1 .9 1 . 1 1 .0
4 0.8 1 .0 1 . 1
5 1 .2 3.0 1 .3
6 1 .0 0.9 1 .4 Good
offer i ng
Giving per attendance
person
$19. $19.Week 1 $13.
2 $1 1 . $19. $26.
3 $37 . $16 . $15 .
4 $11 . $15 . $15.
5 $23. $65 . $21 .
6 $21 . $13. $33. Good
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Table 4
Offerings Before, During, and After Sermon Series
Budget Average Amount Ratio
Before: $2,283 $2,316
9/1/96 $1,177 0.5
9/8/96 $1,149 0.5
9/15/96 $4,362 1.9
9/22/96 $1,937 0.8
9/29/96 $2,785 1.2
10/6/96 $2,485 1.0
During: $2,283 $3,045
10/13/96 $2,257 1.0
10/20/96 $2,699 1.2
10/27/96 $2,424 1.1
11/3/96 $2,182 1.0
11/10/96 $6,756 3.0
11/17/96 $1,951 0.9
After: $2,283 $2,764
11/24/96 $2,967 1.3
12/1/96 $2,653 1.2
12/8/96 $2,386 1.0
12/15/96 $2,486 1.1
12/22/96 $2,911 1.3
12/29/96 $3,177 1.4
The third research question considered was "What
relationships, if any, exist between subjects* attitudes
toward finances and their practices in charitable giving?"
A positive attitude toward charitable giving was
indicated by the questionnaire and the offerings for the six
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weeks during and the six weeks following the sermon series as
shown in Table 4, page 43.
Table 4 shows the offerings for each Sunday, the needed
amount, the average for each six-week period, and the ratio
between the offering and the budget. The total charitable
giving for the congregation for the six weeks before the
sermon series, September 1 through October 6, 1996, amounted
to $13,897. This was an average giving of $2,316 per Sunday.
$2,283 was needed per week to meet the budget. That was over
the amount needed with some surplus.
Table 4 shows that for the six weeks during the sermon
series the weekly budget of $2,283 was met five of the six
Sundays with the average giving for each of those six Sundays
of $3,045, above the budgetary need. The offerings for the
six weeks following the sermon series met the weekly budget
need with the average giving of $2,764, nearly $500 a week
more than the needed amount. This suggests a consistent
charitable giving pattern as a result of the sermon series on
attitudes and how they affect biblical stewardship. In the
short-term, the charitable giving was effected positively by
the sermon series.
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The results of the researcher-designed questionnaire does
not reflect the original expectation for this project, that a
measurable change in attitudes toward biblical stewardship can
be determined in the six-week time frame. The result carries
some implications to be explored in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions
The process of developing a sermon series based on how
attitudes can affect financial stewardship and money
management proved rewarding and beneficial to the congregation
of Ayersville United Methodist Church and to me. Persons were
prompted to consider the importance of biblical stewardship in
regards to their charitable giving and personal finances. The
sermons preached contained stories that illustrated the
relationship of attitudes and stewardship. These stories were
biblical and personal. Examples of people known to the
congregation and to me illustrated the value of giving to the
Lord with a positive attitude.
The reward that I felt on completion of the sermon series
was that of attaining a goal that I have had for years. The
congregation's acceptance of the study and their willingness
to participate helped on this journey.
The results of the study showed a strong steady giving
pattern evidenced before, during, and after
the sermon series
with a slight increase following the series. The giving
during the year before this study was conducted
had increased.
Giving to missions grew during the year. The
church's
friendly closet showed meaningful growth. Items people
brought in, such as clothing and household objects,
were
trucked to Redbird Mission in Kentucky and McDowell Mission in
West Virginia bimonthly. A monthly pocket change collection
during worship offset the cost of transporting these items to
the missions. The church observed two blanket Sundays this
year, sent over sixty shoe boxes of gifts for Franklin
Graham's Operation Christmas Child, helped at the PATH Center,
which is a local soup kitchen for the homeless, and much more.
Many capital improvements were completed: built a new
parsonage, installed a new sound system, a new heating/air
conditioning plant, parking lot lighting, and rewired the
kitchen. Since the sermon series ended, a fund to purchase
twenty-five new choir robes and a fund for paving the parking
lot have been started. The church has established a
substantial fund for college scholarships given to graduating
high school students.
Data Interpretation and Evaluation
The data collected included the results of a pretest-
posttest survey and the charitable giving of the congregation
before, during, and after the sermon series. The data, though
not showing great change, was encouraging. The pretest-
posttest showed that the people's attitudes toward biblical
stewardship were positive and well founded. According to the
posttest, item 23 "During the past 30 days, I made
a
contribution by responding to a special church collection."
did show an increase of eighteen percent from October 13 to
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November 17. This indicated that persons were more aware of
their stewardship responsibilities after the sermon series.
Table 4 showed a substantial change in the giving
patterns of the Ayersville Church. In order to meet the
yearly budget, $2,283 must be given weekly. In the six weeks
before the sermon series, this weekly amount was reached three
times. During the six weeks of the sermon series this weekly
amount was reached five times. The six weeks after the sermon
series showed that the weekly need was met six times. The
charitable giving responses indicated that the sermon series
reinforced an awareness of the congregation's responsibility
toward stewardship.
Theological Reflections
Strong biblical preaching and teaching have resulted in
the positive attitudes that this congregation held in regards
to biblical stewardship. During the three years I have
ministered at the Ayersville United Methodist Church, I have
preached from the scriptures laying a background
for the
importance of biblical principles in everyday decisions.
What
better approach could have reaped these results? The
congregation had been putting biblical principles to
work as
they dealt with their lives and their problems.
Implications of Findings
How big a factor are attitudes toward biblical
stewardship and financial planning? I believe that the proof
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of positive attitudes toward biblical stewardship is efficient
money management and joyful charitable giving. This
congregation agreed that God owns everything and that one
should tithe. Responses on the posttest indicated a desire to
be reliable stewards of God's resources. Inductive preaching
led to each listener making his/her own decisions concerning
charitable giving. Attitudes measured by the posttest were
reinforced by the biblical principles brought forward by the
preaching. I am aware that one's attitudes do reflect his/her
giving patterns and money management.
Relation to Published Studies
This study has dealt with the effect of persons'
attitudes on biblical stewardship and financial management.
Most published studies do not take into account the effects of
positive and negative attitudes on money management.
Larry Burkett and Ron Blue relate some of their ideas to
attitudes. In their writings they stress the importance of
charitable giving with the right attitude. They express to
their readers the importance of dealing with finance
positively. The fact that God owns everything permeates their
writing and brings out the idea of biblical stewardship.
The effect of attitudes on stewardship prompted this
study. The writings of others in the field seemed lacking as
far as the effect of attitudes on stewardship. The reason for
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this study was to build a foundation for determining the
effect attitudes had on stewardship.
Limitations
The results of this project revealed much about the
congregation of the Ayersville United Methodist Church, their
attitudes and their charitable giving patterns. The results
were limited in several ways. To keep the respondents and
their personal giving patterns anonymous, each individual's
responses on the pretest and the posttest could not be
compared and each individual's personal giving patterns were
not investigated.
Unexpected Findings
Unexpectedly, changes of attitude were not measurable.
Nearly all the people participating in this study made a
strong effort to give charitably and to acknowledge that God
owns everything. There were some small differences between
the responses on the pretest and posttest. I searched the
effects of the demographics on the population but again no
differences were found. The strong positive attitude toward
biblical stewardship was a desired finding.
Concl usions
This study has been a learning experience for me and my
congregation. I suspect that my style of preaching did not
change nor did the message. The congregation was eager in
their responses to the pretest-posttest and to learn about the
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biblical principles presented to them through the sermon
ser i es .
Practical Application
Preaching brought biblical principles into perspective
and explored the benefits of charitable giving. In effect,
inductive preaching brought the listeners into the story as
they created their own conclusions. Positive attitudes
were
emphasized as decisions involving biblical stewardship
remained steady.
The background for this study has been in effect since I
began preaching at Ayersville. The congregation responded
well to the inductive style of preaching and to its biblical
framework. While I have been here, the offerings have
increased and outreach, missions, and capital improvements
have expanded.
Preaching about attitudes and how they affect stewardship
was the first step toward helping people become more aware of
their finances with a biblical perspective.
Further Studies
The need for teaching about attitudes in biblical
finances is an extension of preaching. I would like to create
a curriculum for the congregation at Ayersville to teach
effective control of their finances with positive attitudes.
This curriculum would include biblical principles, financial
principles, and the effect of attitudes on both.
These
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studies could be given in a one-day seminar or in three or
four evenings.
My goal involves creating a manual to go with this
curriculum that can be used in seminars, Bible studies, and
marriage counselling. I believe that persons who gain a
positive attitude in handling their finances can become more
effective stewards.
Works Cited
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Researcher-Desi gned Questi onnai re
Used as a Pretest October 13, 1996
Used as a Posttest November 17, 1996
Rev. Price's Assignment
for his work at Asbury Seminary
(To be taken by adults 18 years and older)
(Survey Information Will Be Kept Confidential)
Biblical Stewardship and Financial Attitude
Questi onnai re
Gender
A.
B.
Female
Male
Age
A,
B.
C
D
E
Under
18-26
27-45
46-64
65 Plus
18
Education
A. College Graduate
B. High School
C. Some Col lege
Marital
A.
B.
C.
Married
Si ngle
Single Again
Children Under 18 in Home
A. Yes
B. No
Household Income
A. Under $20,000
B. $20,000 to $34,999
C. $35,000 to $59,999
D. $60,000 or higher
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7. Community Where I Live
A. Rural
B. Suburban
C. Urban
8. I normal 1 y attend the Sunday morning worship
servi ce
A. Once a month
B. Two times a month
C. Three times a month
D. Four or more times a month
9. I give financially in some systematic way to
the general operations of Ayersville United
Methodist Church?
A. Yes
B. No
10. I have been a Christian
A. Less than one year
B. 1-5 years
C. More than five years
D. Don't know
11. I have attended this church
A. Less than one year
B. 1-5 years
C. More than 5 years
D. Don't know
To what extent do you agree with each of the following
statements, or how important do you consider them to
be?
12. "Everything in life is negotiable."
A. Agree strongly
B. Agree somewhat
C. Disagree somewhat
D. Disagree strongly
E. Don't know
13. "God owns everything."
A. Agree strongly
B. Agree somewhat
C. Disagree somewhat
D. Disagree strongly
E. Don't know
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14. "I try to take seriously what the Bible teaches
when making decisions about important issues in
my 1 i fe .
"
A. Very important
B. Somewhat important
C. Not too important
D. Not at all important
E. Don't know
15. "I find that having enough money for the things I
consider important in life..."
A. Very important
B. Somewhat important
C. Not too important
D. Not at all important
E. Don't know
16. "I find that having the things that make 'living
comfortably' possible..."
A. Very important
B. Somewhat important
C. Not too important
D. Not at all important
E. Don't know
17. "If I don't look out for my own best interests,
I can be sure no one else will either."
A. Agree strongly
B. Agree somewhat
C. Disagree somewhat
D. Disagree strongly
E. Don't know
18. "No matter how I feel about money, it is still the
main symbol of success in life."
A. Agree strongly
B. Agree moderately
C. Disagree moderately
D. Disagree strongly
E. Don't know
19. "I feel that it is important to make a personal
commitment to Jesus Christ."
A. Agree strongly
B. Agree moderately
C. Disagree moderately
D. Disagree strongly
E. Don't know
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20. "I feel that it is important that I
percent of my income to church."
A. Agree strongly
B. Agree moderately
C. Disagree moderately
D- Disagree strongly
E. Don't know
give a tithe or ten
21
22
23
"During the past month, I have given money
to help needy people in my area or in other
countries .
"
A. Yes
B. No
C. Don't know
"In the past 30 days, I made a contribution to a
charitable organization other than my local church.
A. Yes
B. No
C. Don't know
"During the past 30 days, I made a contribution by
responding to a special church collection."
A. Yes
B. No
C. Don't know
24
25
26
am
A
B
C
D
E
sensitive to the needs of the poor.
Very sensitive
Somewhat sensitive
Not too sensitive
Not at all sensitive
Don't know
"One of the following statements best describes
my church attendance, not including when I am
sick or out of town."
Always attend same church each time
Usually attend same church/Go to others
Divide attendance between 2+ churches
Don't know
A.
B.
C.
D.
"One of the following statements best describes
when I give money to the church."my feeling
A. Give
B. Give
C. Give
D. Give because
E. Don't know
out of habit
because I want to
because church needs it
it's the thing to do
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27
28
"One of
feel i ng
A.
B.
C.
D.
the following statements best describes my
about my personal finances."
God's word is important as a guide in my
financial decisions.
Money determines how I conduct my life.
The finances I earn I use for
what I consider important.
Don't know
"One of these statements best describes my current
financial situation."
I meet my monthly bills and have money left
I 'just make it' on my monthly bills.
I usually can meet my monthly bills.
I have trouble meeting my monthly bills.
Don't know
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
Please check each of the following sermons that you29 . "
heard .
1 1
A. Sermon #1
B. Sermon #2
C. Sermon #3
D. Sermon #4
E. Sermon #5
F. Sermon #6
"The Fifty Dollar Mistake"
"From Selfishness to Grace
"From Fear to Trust"
"From Pride to Humility"
"From Greed to Giving"
10/13/96
10/20/96
10/27/96
1 1/3/96
1 1/10/96
Stewardship, The Coca Cola Way" 11/17/96
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Comparison of results of Researcher-Designed Questionnaire
Rev. Price's Assignment
for his work at Asbury Seminary
(To be taken by adults 18 years and older)
(Survey Information Will Be Kept Confidential)
Biblical Stewardship and Financial Attitude
Questi onnai re
The comparison of the October 13 and November 17
results of the questionnaire follows. Below each item on the
questionnaire is the date given, the number of respondents to
the item, n meaning population, the number tallied for each
answer, and the percentage of the whole for each item.
1 . Gender
A. Female
B. Male
10/13/96 - 69 n A. 38 55% B. 31 45%
11/17/96 - 82 n A. 50 61% B. 32 39%
2 . Age
A. Under 18
B. 18-26
C. 27-45
D. 46-64
E. 65 Plus
10/13/96 - 69 n B. 3 4% C. 22 32% D. 24 35% E. 20 29%
1 1 717/96 - 82 n B. 6 7% C. 23 28% D. 33 40% E. 20 24%
3. Education
A. College Graduate
B. High School
C. Some Col lege
10/13/96 - 68 n A. 20 29% B. 31 46% C. 17 25%
11/17/96 - 81 n A. 29 36% B. 30 37% C. 22 27%
4. Marital
A.
B.
C.
10/13/96 69 n A. 58 84% B.
1 1/17/96 82 n A. 68 83% B.
Married
Si ngle
Single Again
7
7
10% C.
9% C.
4 6%
6 8%
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5. Children Under 18 in Home
A. Yes
B. No
10/13/96 66 n A. 24 36% B. 42 64%
1 1/1 7/96 82 n A. 27 33% B. 55 67%
6. Household Income
A. Under $20,000
B. $20,000 to $34,999
C. $35,000 to $59,999
D. $60,000 or higher
10/13/96 64 n A. 4 6% B. 25 39% C. 18 28% D. 17 27%
11/17/96 79 n A. 4 5% B. 19 24% C. 37 47% D. 19 24%
7. Community Where I Live
A. Rural
B. Suburban
C. Urban
10/13/96 68 n A. 54 79% B. 12 18% C. 2 3%
1 1/1 7/96 82 n A. 63 77% B. 16 20% C. 3 3%
8. I normal 1 y attend the Sunday morning worship
servi ce
A. Once a month
B. Two times a month
C. Three times a month
D. Four or more times a month
10/13/96 69 n A. 1 1% B. 0 0 C. 15 22% D. 53 77%
11/17/96 82 n A. 0 0 B. 4 5% C. 24 29% D. 54 66%
9. I give financially in some systematic way to
the general operations of Ayersville United
Methodist Church?
A. Yes
B. No
10/13/96 69 n A. 65 94% B. 4 6%
1 1 /17/96 82 n A. 77 94% B. 5 6%
10. I have been a Christian
A. Less than one year
B. 1-5 years
C. More than five years
D. Don't know
10/13/96 69 n A. 0 0 B. 3 4% C. 62 90% D. 4 6%
11/17/96 82 n A. 0 0 B. 2 2% C. 71 87% D. 9 11%
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11. I have attended this church
A. Less than one year
B. 1-5 years
C. More than 5 years
D. Don't know
10/13/96 69 n A. 5 7% B. 11 16% C. 53 77% D. 0 0
11/17/96 82 n A. 2 2% B. 20 24% C. 59 72% D. 1 1%
To what extent
statements, or
be?
do you agree with each of the
how important do you consider
fol lowi ng
them to
12. "Everything in life is negotiable.
10/13/96
11/17/96
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
68
78
Agree strongly
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Disagree strongly
Don't know
A. 6 9% B. 27 40%
A. 14 18% B. 35 45%
C
C
9
7
13%
9%
D.
D.
23
20
34%
26%
E
E
3 4%
2 3%
13 God
10/13/96
1 1/17/96
owns
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
69 n
82 n
everythi ng .
"
Agree strongly
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Disagree strongly
Don't know
A. 60 87% B. 8 12%
A. 71 87% B. 8 10%
C.
C.
1
2
1%
2%
D.
D.
0
1
0
1%
E
E
0
0
0
0
14
10/13/96
1 1/17/96
"I try to take seriously what the Bible teaches
when making decisions about important issues in
my 1 i fe .
"
Very important
Somewhat important
Not too important
Not at all important
Don't know
A. 57 83% B. 11 16% COO D- 1 1% E.
A. 55 67% B. 24 29% C. 2 2% D. 0 0 E
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
69
82
n
n
0
1
0
1%
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15. "I find that having enough money for the things I
consider important in life..."
A. Very important
B. Somewhat important
C. Not too important
D. Not at all important
E. Don't know
10/13/96 69 n A. 21 30% B. 38 55% C. 8 12% D . 2 3% E . 0 0
11/17/96 81 n A. 20 25% B. 48 59% C. 13 16% D. 0 0 E. 0 0
16. "I find that having the things that make 'living
comfortably' possible..."
A. Very important
B. Somewhat important
C. Not too important
D. Not at all important
E. Don't know
10/13/96 69 n A. 18 26% B. 39 57% C. 11 16% D- 1 1% E. 0 0
11/17/96 82 n A. 18 22% B. 49 60% C. 13 16% D. 2 2% E. 0 0
17. "If I don't look out for my own best interests,
I can be sure no one else will either."
A. Agree strongly
B. Agree somewhat
C. Disagree somewhat
D. Disagree strongly
E. Don't know
10/13/96 69 n A. 17 25% B. 28 40% C. 16 23% D. 8 12% E.O 0
11/17/96 82 n A. 16 20% B. 31 37% C. 18 22% D. 16 20% E.I 1%
18. "No matter how I feel about money, it is still the
main symbol of success in life.
'
A. Agree strongly
B. Agree moderately
C. Disagree moderately
D. Disagree strongly
E. Don't know
10/13/96 67 n A. 12 18% B. 27 40% C. 14 21% D. 14 21% E. 0 0
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19. "I feel that it is important to make a personal
commitment to Jesus Christ."
A. Agree strongly
B. Agree moderately
C. Disagree moderately
D. Disagree strongly
E. Don't know
10/13/96 67 n A. 63 94% B. 4 6% C . 0 0 D . 0 0 E . 0 0
1 1/17/96 80 n A. 68 85% B. 11 14% C . 0 0 D . 0 0 E . 1 1 %
20. "I feel that it is important that I give a tithe or ten
percent of my income to church."
A. Agree strongly
B. Agree moderately
C. Disagree moderately
D. Disagree strongly
E. Don't know
10/13/96 67 n A. 29 43% B. 28 42% C. 5 7% D. 4 6% E. 1 1%
11/17/96 78 n A. 38 49% B. 24 31% C. 8 10% D. 3 4% E. 5 6%
21. "During the past month, I have given money
to help needy people in my area or in other
countr i es .
"
A. Yes
B. No
C. Don't know
10/13/96 60 n A. 44 73% B. 11 18% C. 5
11/17/96 80 n A. 67 84% B. 12 15% C. 1
22. "In the past 30 days, I made a contribution to a
charitable organization other than my local church."
A. Yes
B. No
C. Don't know
10/13/96 67 n A. 49 73% B. 16 24% C. 2 3%
11/17/96 81 n A. 63 78% B. 16 20% C. 2 2%
23. "During the past 30 days, I made a contribution by
responding to a special church collection."
A. Yes
B. No
C. Don't know
10/13/96 66 n A. 44 67% B. 15 23% C. 7 11%
1 1 /17/96 79 n A. 67 85% B. 11 14% C. 1 1%
8%
1%
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24. "'I am sensitive to the needs of the poor."
A. Very sensitive
B. Somewhat sensitive
C. Not too sensitive
D. Not at all sensitive
E. Don't know
10/13/96 66 n A. 21 32% B. 40 61% C . 5 7% D . 0 0 E . 0 0
11/17/96 81 n A. 26 32% B. 48 59% C. 6 7% D. 0 0 E. 1 1%
25. "One of the following statements best describes
my church attendance, not including when I am
sick or out of town."
A. Always attend same church each time
B. Usually attend same church/Go to others
C. Divide attendance between 2+ churches
D. Don't know
10/13/96 67 n A. 46 69% B. 21 31% COO D. 0 0
1 1/17/96 81 n A. 57 70% B. 20 25% C. 4 5% D. 0 0
26. "One of the following statements best describes
my feeling when I give money to the church."
A. Give out of habit
B. Give because I want to
C. Give because church needs it
D. Give because it's the thing to do
E. Don't know
10/13/96 69 n A. 2 3% B. 56 82% C. 3 4% D. 7 10% E. 1 1%
11/17/96 82 n A. 2 2% B. 63 76% C. 5 6% D. 11 14% E. 1 1%
27. "One of the following statements best describes my
feeling about my personal finances."
A. God's word is important as a guide in my
financial decisions.
B. Money determines how I conduct my life.
C. The finances I earn I use for
what I consider important.
D. Don't know
10/13/96 69 n A. 36 52% B. 6 8% C. 26 38% D. 1 1%
11/17/96 82 n A. 41 50% B. 11 13% C. 29 36% D. 1 1%
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28. "One of these statements best describes my current
financial situation."
A. I meet my monthly bills and have money left.
B. I 'just make it' on my monthly bills.
C. I usually can meet my monthly bills.
D. I have trouble meeting my monthly bills.
E. Don't know
10/13/96 69 n A. 51 75% B. 9 13% C. 8 11% D. 1
11/17/96 81 n A. 64 79% B. 11 14% C. 5 6% D. 1
1%
1%
E.
E.
0 0
0 0
29 "Please check each of the following sermons that you
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
heard .
Sermon #1
Sermon #2
Sermon #3
Sermon #4
Sermon #5
Sermon #6
"The Fifty Dollar Mistake"
"From Selfishness to Grace"
"From Fear to Trust"
"From Pride to Humility"
"From Greed to Giving"
"Stewardship, The Coca Cola Way
11/17/96 82 n A. 63 77% B. 63 77% C. 63 77% D.
E. 59 72% F. 82 100%
10/13/96
10/20/96
10/27/96
1 1/3/96
1 1/10/96
'
11/17/96
64 78%
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First of the Six-Week Sermon Series
October 13, 1996
"The Fifty Dollar Mistake" Haggai 2:1-9
The prophet Haggai is asked by God to have the people
look at their temple and compare what it looks like today with
what it used to look like. What a difference! Today it looks
like nothing.
Haggai says to the people, "Don't be discouraged. We
will do the work and God will be with us just like He has
promised us from the days when we came out of Egypt."
God says, "I will shake heaven and earth, land and sea.
I will overthrow all the nations, and their treasures will be
brought back here, and the Temple will be filled with wealth.
All the silver and gold of the world is mine. The new temple
will be more splendid than the old one."
The three biblical principles to be dealt with in this
sermon series include: (1) everything belongs to God, "The
silver is mine and the gold is mine, declares the Lord
Almighty" (Hag. 2:8); (2) the resources persons enjoy are
given to them by God, "But remember the Lord your God,
for it
is He who gives you the ability to produce wealth" (Deut.
8:18); and (3) a portion of these resources need to be
returned to God, "If you are really eager to give, then it
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isn't important how much you have to give. God wants you to
give what you have, not what you haven't" (2 Cor. 8:12).
I would agree that for many of us it is a shocking
message to learn that everything belongs to God. These words,
everything belongs to God, hit me loud and clear one Saturday
evening when I received a phone call asking me if I could come
to one of our church family's home. I was warmly greeted and
asked to sit down. For the next 30 minutes, I listened as
this family unloaded their very personal story.
About five years ago Bob and his wife, Sherry, bought the
three bedroom home of their dreams. It was just the right
size for their daughters five, seven, and nine years old. Now
it's the early 80's with sky high interest rates and
inflation. Bob has a good job with the postal service and is
making $250.00 per month payments on his VA house loan. Many
new things, including a couple new cars, are bought so the
family can enjoy life.
One month Bob is running short and only has $200.00 to
make a partial payment on his house loan. During the early
80's the lending institutions are tightening credit and are no
longer accepting partial payments. So Bob keeps his $200.00,
not telling his wife what he has done.
The next month Bob is only able to save an additional
$250.00 for his payment. When he goes to the bank with his
$200.00 for last month and $250.00 for this month the bank
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once again tells Bob that they cannot accept $450.00 for the
two month's payments that are owed.
Bob's response is to not say a thing to his wife, Sherry,
and take the $450.00 and buy some building supplies to start
building on an additional room. During the next four months
Bob neither answers the bank's communications nor says a thing
about all this to his wife.
Six months have now passed and Bob had received a very
pointed letter telling him and his family that their home will
be repossessed for lack of payments. Bob had received his
"final notice" before he called me so there was nothing I can
do to help save their home.
What I did do was ask them one simple question, "How much
of your furniture, toys, and clothing do you really need or
even really want? Bob and Sherry, if I were to pay you 50
percent of what each of these items cost you, how many
of them
would you sell me tonight?" What do you think the family said
was really important to them? I asked to have some paper and
cut it into $50.00 bill sizes.
As we walked around their house, they actually sold me
all the furniture except for the T.V., the
kitchen dinette
set, and the microwave oven. Most
of their clothing was sold
and their cars were sold for a vastly reduced price. Later,
when we sat down in the living room; they agreed
that many
things they thought they needed, they really
didn't. All this
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came about, not only because of a $50.00 mistake, but because
this family had failed to ask God to be part of their
financial decisions and to remember that God owns it all.
The absolute beginning point is an understanding of the
truth that God owns it all. Listen to the prophet Haggai
speaking to God's people of old, "The silver is Mine, and the
gol d is Mi ne .
"
The truth may be best illustrated by the saying, "Have
you ever seen a hearse pulling a U-Haul?" Job said it this
way, "Naked came I from my mother's womb, and naked shall I
return" (Job 1:21). Someone asked John D. Rockefeller's
accountant if he knew exactly how much Mr. Rockefeller left
when he died. The accountant replied, "Certainly, to the
penny. He left everything."
One of the best definitions of stewardship that I have
read is, "Stewardship is the use of God-given resources for
the accomplishment of God-given goals."
Do you believe that this is what the prophet Haggai is
really saying when he tells God's people, "The silver is mine,
and the gold is mine, declares the Lord Almighty"?
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The Second of the Six-Week Sermon Series
October 20, 1996
"From Selfishness to Grace" Luke 9:21-27
In our scripture lesson this morning, I hear Jesus
saying, "What good is it for a person to gain the whole
world, and yet lose his/her very soul" (Luke 9:25). Persons
who have negative attitudes toward stewardship have not
conceded that their money is God's. They have not learned to
seek God's direction when it comes to the use of their
financial resources. Ron Blue, in his book Money Matters,
says that "every spending decision is a spiritual decision."
Selfishness is putting worldly or material possessions
before God. The one who puts possessions before God has not
considered the needs of others. Grace is an alternative
to
selfishness. God sent His Son Jesus Christ as an
act of
grace, that those who believe in Him may
have eternal life.
This act of grace was to defeat the power of selfishness
in
every aspect of life. Jesus gave us His all,
so that all
could respond to His grace.
It is God's grace that opens the door for us
to believe
that God owns it all. Once we truly believe
that God owns it
all, there are three implications. First,
God can take
whatever He wants whenever He
wants. Second, every spending
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decision is a spiritual decision. Third, stewardship cannot
be faked.
First, God can take whatever He wants whenever He wants,
so we should hold all resources with an open hand. God puts
into our hand whatever He chooses to entrust us with, and He
has the right to take out of our hands whatever He desires.
Listen to these words of Job, "The Lord gave and the Lord has
taken away; Blessed be the name of the Lord" (Job 1:21).
The question has been asked many times by both Christians
and NON-CHRISTIANS, how much is enough? (Story of Larry
Burkett, a leader in Christian Finances, involving three
couples who came to his office over a period of six weeks
needing financial counseling. Could a family of 4 live on
$15,000, $45,000, or $75,000 a year in Atlanta, Georgia?)
Second, spending decisions equal spiritual decisions.
Believing that every spending decision is a spiritual decision
gives you freedom that comes from knowing
God has an ultimate
plan for your life and has given you
the financial resources
to accomplish that plan. You are freed from the guilt of
wondering whether you are spending His resources properly.
(Example of Jim and Barb Norwood.)
Third, our checkbooks reveal the priorities in our lives.
They reveal facts such as how
we manage our time, what size
families we have, where we live, to
whom we owe money, our
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attitudes toward our savings and our tithing, and how we
dress .
Every area of the Christian life can be faked except the
financial area. A person need only to be a Christian for a
short time to know how to pray, how to witness, where to go to
church, or how to study the Bible. These can be done with
others, not knowing the person's real motive.
However, the checkbook reveals the actual commitment to
use God's resources to accomplish God's purposes. Have you
ever wondered if, when we get to heaven, all our check
registers will have preceded us so that we can spend time in
eternity reviewing how we used or abused God's resources?
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Third of the Six-Week Sermon Series
October 27, 1996
"From Fear to Trust" Deuteronomy 8: 1 1-20
The former generations of Israel have died in the
wilderness, thus it was important that the law of Moses should
be repeated and explained to the new generation of people
before they entered the Promised Land.
A series of teachings is given by Moses on the plains of
Moab before the people cross the Jordan River into the
Promised Land. It's like a rehearsal of the law that Moses
received from God on Mount Sinai.
God says, "But remember the Lord your God; for it is He
who gives you the ability to produce wealth" (Deut. 8:18).
God wants to move His people from an attitude of Fear to
an attitude of Trust.
From Fear to Trust
An attitude that blocks stewardship is fear. When one's
approach to finances involves the fear that our necessary
obligations will not be met; no space is provided for giving
to God .
Early in our married lives Sherry and I were both working
and we felt it was "necessary" for us to give something
financially to our church. Our first big decision was whether
to tithe or not to tithe. I mean 10 percent of our paychecks
was a lot of money. Then our second big decision was whether
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to tithe on the gross or the net of our earnings. These were
not small decisions and answers did not come quickly.
Fear is an anxiety about something to happen in the
future. Fear is a trap that catches many Christians. They
get caught up in spending and storing away money for future
needs, forgetting their responsibilities to God. God says to
provide for others, but remember our tithe.
Trust is placing confidence in God's power. This
positive attitude toward stewardship is revealed in the
scriptures. The Bible has in it everything that God will do
and provide. He is the owner of everything. What He
promises, He can deliver. As persons become familiar with the
scriptures, they can begin to trust more in God. Trusting in
God means believing that God owns everything. "The silver is
mine and the gold is Mine, declares the Lord Almighty."
When persons have trusted God enough, they realize that
He enabled them to achieve success in the goals they have set.
God says, "But remember the Lord your God; for it is He
who
gives you the ability to produce wealth" (Deut. 8:18).
Remember, you earn but God enables.
Another step in recognizing that God owns everything is
to realize that as Christians our commitment to God is not
only "spiritual" but it relates to every aspect
of our lives.
In other words, if you have dedicated your
life to Christ, all
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you have is His also. (Example of putting out the fleece is
here. )
Now that is trust. One reaches the point that reality
means all belongs to God. The only thing left is to offer all
to Christ. When the attitude of trust is reached, stewardship
can begin.
God wanted His people of yesterday to trust Him and to
receive all of His blessing. God wanted His people to grow in
the area of stewardship and trust. Do you think He wants the
same for you and me today?
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Fourth of the Six-Week Sermon Series
November 3, 1996
"From Pride to Humility" Proverbs 11:1-4
Pride is regarding oneself with undue favor.
Humi 1 ity is being humble in spirit and mind.
In the Bible we read the story of Naaman a commander of
the Syrian army. He was highly respected by the King of Syria
because through him the Lord had given victory to the Syrian
forces. He was a great soldier but he suffered from leprosy.
A young Israelite girl who became a servant of Naaman
'
s
wife said to her mistress, "I wish that my master could go to
the prophet who lives in Samaria because he could cure
him."
When Naaman heard this he went to his king asking for a letter
to be written to the king of Israel. He was given a letter
which read, "This letter will introduce my officer Naaman
to
you and I want you to cure him of
his leprosy." So Naaman set
out taking 30,000 pieces of silver, 6,000 pieces of gold, and
10 changes of fine clothing.
When the king of Israel read the letter, he tore his
clothes in dismay and exclaimed, "How can
the king of Syria
expect me to cure him? Does he
think that I am God with the
power of life and death?
Does he want to quarrel with me?"
When the prophet Elisha heard what had happened,
he sent
word to the king: "Why are you so upset?
Send the man to me,
and I'll show him that there
is a prophet in Israel."
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So Naaman went to Elisha's house. Elisha sent a servant
out to tell him to go and wash himself seven times in the
Jordan River and he would be completely cured of his leprosy.
But Naaman left in a rage saying. "I thought that he would at
least come out to me, pray to his God, wave his had over my
diseased body, and cure me!"
His servants went up to him and said, "Sir, if the
prophet had told you to do something difficult, you would have
done it. Now why can't you just wash yourself, as he said,
and be cured?" So Naaman went down to the Jordon River,
dipped himself in it seven times as Elisha had instructed, and
he was completely cured. His flesh became firm and healthy
like that of a child. Naaman returned to Elisha and said,
"Now I know that there is no god but the God of Israel. Sir,
accept a gift from me." But Elisha would not accept his gift.
After Naaman and his men had left Elisha to return home,
they had gone only a short distance when Gehazi , Elisha's
servant, began thinking to himself, "How can Elisha let him go
without giving him anything?" So Gehazi went after Naaman and
overtaking him asked if he would give him 3,000 pieces of
silver and 2 changes of fine clothing.
Please take 3,000 pieces of silver and the fine clothing.
When Gehazi returned home Elisha asked him where he went.
"Oh, nowhere sir," he answered. But Elisha said,
"Wasn't I
there in spirit when the man got out of his chariot to meet
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you? This is no time to accept money and clothing. Now
Naaman's disease will come upon you." When Gehazi left, he
had leprosy and his skin was white as snow.
Pride is regarding oneself with undue favor.
Humi 1 ity is being humble in spirit and mind.
The story is told of a young man who decided not to marry
so he could save the majority of his money to buy a new gold
Cadillac. Many years were spent saving for his dream. One
day the man gathered together all his savings and purchased
his new gold Cadillac.
Only a few months later the man died. He had told his
friends that when he died he wanted to be buried in his gold
Cadillac. So a crane was rented to lower both himself and his
new car into the grave. As the car was being lowered into the
grave, a friend looking very serious said to
the person next
to him, "Now that's living."
Pride can be seen in the story of a man who had such
abundant harvests that his barns could not hold
it all so he
said to himself, "I will tear down my barns and build bigger
ones." But Jesus said, "Sir, today your soul shall
be
required of you, thus to whom will
all these goods belong?"
Humility can be seen in the life of Jesus
who said, "I
have come to be servant of all.
I will give my life that you
might live."
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Fifth of the Six-Week Sermon Series
November 10, 1996
'
"From Greed to Giving" I Kings 21:1-14
When Naboth refused to sell his property to the king, the
king went home depressed and angry. He laid down on his bed
and would not eat. His wicked wife Jezebel asked what seemed
to be bothering him. And he tells her that Naboth, a peasant,
has refused to sell him his vineyard so he can have a
vegetable garden near his palace.
Well, after reminding Ahab that he is the king, Jezebel
takes the matter in hand by ordering trumped-up charges to be
brought against Naboth by two false witnesses. Accordingly, a
fast is proclaimed - something done only in a great crisis.
The false witnesses then present their charge that Naboth has
cursed God and the king. This was a very serious crime. Such
a crime could only be wiped out by stoning and state's
confiscation of goods. Thus Ahab takes over the coveted
vi neyard .
Greed is the excessive desire for more than one needs or
deserves. Luke recorded in the Bible these words of Jesus as
He spoke to the people, "Watch out! Be on your guard against
all kinds of greed; a person's life does not consist in the
abundance of his/her possessions."
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It does seem that at times God is willing to give us a
lot of freedom in the manner in which we use the gifts that He
has provided for us. It also seems at times that He just
stands back at a distance waiting to see what type of stewards
we are going to be.
Listen to the response of the Lord through his servant
Elijah as He looks at the way King Ahab and his wife Jezebel
treat Naboth. The Lord said to Elijah, the prophet from
Tishba, "Go to King Ahab of Samaria. You will find him in
Naboth's vineyard about to take possession of it." Tell him
that I, the Lord, say to him, "after murdering Naboth are you
taking over his property also?" Tell him that this is what I
say; "in the very place that the dogs licked up Naboth's blood
they will also lick up your blood."
When King Ahab saw Elijah, he said, "Have you caught up
with me, my enemy?" "Yes. I have," Elijah answered. "You
have devoted yourself completely to doing what is wrong in the
Lord's sight. So the Lord says to you, I will bring disaster
on you. I will do away with you and get rid of every male in
your family, young and old alike. And concerning Jezebel,
the
Lord says that dogs will eat her body in the city of Jezreel .
Any of your relatives who die in
the open country will be
eaten by vultures." WOW!
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Certainly the results of being greedy never make for the
good life. Listen to some of the stories of people who
decided on a life of Giving rather than a life of Greed.
1. Henry P. Crowell contracted tuberculosis when a boy
and couldn't go to school. After hearing a sermon by Dwight
L. Moody, young Crowell prayed, "I can't be a preacher, but I
can be a good businessman, God, if you will let me make
money, I will use it in Your service." Under the doctor's
advice Crowell worked outdoors for seven years and regained
his health. He then bought the little run-down Quaker Mill at
Ravanna, Ohio. Within ten years Quaker Oats was a household
word to millions. For over 40 years Henry P. Crowell
faithfully gave 60 to 70 percent of his income to God's
service, having advanced from his first 10 percent giving.
2. A boy of 16 years old named William left home to seek
his fortune with all his possessions on his back. One day he
met an old canal boat captain. William told him his father
was too poor to keep him and the only trade he knew was soap
and candle making.
The old man then knelt and prayed earnestly for the boy
and advised: "Someone will soon be the leading soap maker in
New York. It can be you as well as someone else. Be
a good
man, give your heart to Jesus, pay the Lord
all that belongs
to Him, make an honest soap (give a full pound), and I'm
certain you'll be a prosperous and rich man."
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These simple rules were followed and William joined a
church where he began giving 1/10 of his earnings. Later he
gave 2/10, 3/10, 4/10, and 5/10 of his earnings.
This is the
story of William Colgate.
3. Stanley Tarn failed at a silver reclamation business
-
even though he had tithed since its beginmng! "Why
God?" he
prayed as he drove home with disappointment.
Then an inner
voice from the Lord seemed to say, "You don't need
to fail;
turn your business over to Me and let Me run
it. Remember the
promise. MY God shall supply..." Finally Tam replied:
"Take
it God and if You'll make it succeed, I'll honor You
in every
way I can .
"
The business began to grow and Tam's faith began to
grow. Some months later Tam told
his wife that he felt God
wanted him to make Him a senior partner in the
business. Now
51 percent of the stock belongs to God.
States Smelting and Refining Corporation of Lima, Ohio
was reorganized. Then a new business called United States
Plastic was added to God's partnership. Growth was so
phenomenal that the IRS audited their books
for ten
consecutive years. Dividends from God's 51 percent
were put
into an overseas mission. Finally the entire
business was
turned over to God and Tam and his wife
became salaried
employees.
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Giving is the act of sharing from abundance or from need.
When money is given as a tithe, it is the attitude in which it
is given that counts. When giving is done resentfully, it is
wrong. When giving is done in love, it is right! Amen!
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Sixth of the Six-Week Sermon Series
November 17, 1996
"Stewardship, The Coca Cola Way" Psalm 3 1 : 13-20
Webster, in his dictionary, has many words that have been
around for awhile but many of us have never heard them. One
such word is subliminal. One of the first companies to use it
was Coca Cola. They began doing what they called subliminal
advertising when they would put the word Coca Cola real small
on certain types of clothing. It has proven very effective
because we need to look harder to see the advertising.
Now the same thing is being done with songs. A company
mentions its name and then a well known singer will sing a
popular song to hold our attention.
Today is the conclusion of a six-week sermon series
dealing with our "attitudes" toward biblical stewardship.
When our attitude or how we think about stewardship is based
on the Bible, our stewardship will be healthy. The primary
teaching has been about "attitudes." The subliminal" teaching
has been about stewardship. Our attitudes have included (1)
from selfishness to grace, (2) from fear to trust, (3)
from
pride to humility, and (4) from greed
to giving.
Listen again to the story of Job's life. Many of the
same attitudes are at work. Job said, "I have
never refused
to help the poor; never have I let widows
live in despair or
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let orphans go hungry while I ate. I gave them clothing made
from the wool of my own sheep."
Hearing these words is one thing but many of us respond
in our quiet way by thinking or saying, "This all sounds good
but the reality is. Pastor, with my finances I can't always do
as Job has done .
"
Our lives are like Job's in that many times we find
ourselves in trying situations. Being a Christian is not a
guarantee that we will always live the good life. Certainly
not. But we do need to remember that God has called us
to be
faithful and follow the promises of Jesus.
Mv sermon series has been based on the premises that ( 1 )
everything belongs to God, (2) the resources persons enjoy
have been given to them by God, and (3) some of these
resources need to be given to God.
Listen to three stories of people who have played major
roles in my thinking about Christian Finances.
Sherry and I were active for several years in a weekly
Bible study that met in the home of Allen and Betty
Neighbarger. Allen had graduated from Ohio University
with a
major in business administration. After graduating
Allen
began working for Ohio Power Company
and began moving up the
ladder of success.
About three years later Allen went to work one morning
and found his desk sitting in the hall. Without any
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explanation Allen's job was gone. For the next eighteen
months Allen tried to find work but was unable. He eventually
tried selling Christian books or anything that would provide
an income. No success.
After two years the family had used all the equity in
their home to pay their monthly bills. Certainly we were
praying for them and doing what we could to help. Allen
had
hit rock bottom. About a month later Sherry and I went to
their home for Bible study. We noticed that Allen's despair
had turned to hope. Something had changed.
After our time of prayer Allen and Betty asked the
fourteen of us to the kitchen. On the refrigerator door Allen
had taped four pictures from magazines: a new home, a new
Cadillac, a new bedroom suite (chosen by Betty), and an
airplane. At this time neither Allen or Betty have
a job.
To this day I can't fully understand what happened in the
lives of our friends Betty and Allen. What I do
know is that
within the next two weeks Allen had a job with an insurance
company. In his first week he sold
more insurance than anyone
had sold in a year. Three months later Allen
was receiving
vacations as rewards for his sales record.
Within the year Allen's fortunes included a beautiful new
home, a late model Mercedes, a beautiful
new bedroom suite,
and an airplane with two partners and his pilot's license.
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(Left insurance company after 2 years. Owned business 15
years. Now live at Clearwater, Florida.)
When I began to consider doing this work at Asbury
Seminary, I called the president of Park National Bank in
Newark, Ohio. When I told Mr. John Alford, the president, I
was considering a special work in Christian Finances, he
invited me in for a visit.
We talked about many things but he said the reason he
would like to work with me in this area was because of his two
neighbors. (The storv about Mr. Alford's neighbors.) Then
Mr. Alford said, "Steve, I couldn't have done what that
Catholic family did."
(The Third Story.) After I began my work at Asbury my
mom told me a story she had not told me before. During Mom's
high school years were no plans for college. After graduating
from high school Mom began working for a family taking care of
their house and two year old.
One weekend a relative came to visit for a few days. Mom
says she can remember being asked to play some
music for him
on the grand piano. The man seemed to enjoy her playing.
About a week later the man left and Mom never
saw him again.
In the fall Mom's older sister went with her to Ohio
State where she was enrolled. Mom thought it had
been her
sister who had paid her tuition for her first two years. But
much later in life Mom learned that the man
she had met and
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played a few songs on the piano had said he wanted to help
her
develop her talents.
Probably if Mom hadn't gone to college I wouldn't have
either. I will never underestimate the value of subliminal
teaching. Neither will I ever forget the value of the words
spoken by Job. "I have never refused to help the poor;
never
have I let widows live in despair or let orphans go hungry
while I ate. I gave them clothing made from the wool of my
own sheep .
"
Yes, pastor, the reality is that I too can share with
others . . .
Appendix C
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Tne foiiowing illustrations are from Boom or Busted: Family
Dollars and Sense written by Ed Hutka. These visuals were added to
enhance this research project. Tad Crawford's book. The Legal Guide
for the Visual Artist, says that visuals can be used in a scholarly
project without written permission from the author (28).
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Why I Wrote This Book (Paper)*
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.
Christians are unnecessarily being ripped offby Satan's system.
It is estimated that over 80 percent ofChristian homes have
serious fmancial problems.
More than 50 percent of all divorces can be traced directly to
money management.
Churches do not generally offer a detailed course in "sane
money management."
There are more than 1,000 Scriptures relating to personal
possessions.
Christ was concerned about money and personal possessions,
for He referred to them in sixteen of the thirty-eight parables. "You
shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free" (John 8:32).
The story needs to be told. When anyone begins to apply
God's simple principles he will begin on a journey towards fmancial
freedom. "You have been faithful over a few things, I will make you
ruler over many things" (Matt. 25:23).
* Hutka, Ed. Boom or Busted: Family Dollars and Sense.
Fairfield, New Jersey: Logos. 1979.
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Money Problems
You may ask, does not tlie Bible say money
is evil? The answer is no, but it does say, "the love of
money is the root ofall evil" (I Tim. 6: 10).
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Eliminate tlie Money Grinder and Begin to Prosper.
Pay all your debts, except the debt of love for otliers.
You can never finish paying tliat! Ifyou love your neighbor,
you will fulfill all tlie requiiemeiits ofGod's law. (Romans 13:8)
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Is It A Sin To Be Rich?
The answer depends on you. "Where your treasure is, there will
your heart be also" (Luke 12:34). Ifyou treasure your riches above
your fellowship with your Savior Jesus Christ then to you it is a sin to
be rich, but ifGod blesses you in such a way that He will get the glory
from your riches, it is not a sin for you to be rich; in fact, your riches
can and will be used to the glory ofGod by spreading the good news of
the saving power of Jesus Christ.
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Tithing and
God's Promises
"Bring all the tithes into tlie storehouse so there will be enough
food in my Temple. Ifyou do," says tlie Lord Almighty, "I will open
tlie windows ofheaven for you. I will pour out a blessing so great you
won't have enougli room to take it in! Try it! Let me prove it to you"
(Mai. 3:10)1
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Is Youi* Fmancial RoofMissing?
Is your financial roofmissing for the protection ofyour family?
One camiot concentrate on only one or two priorities by saying they are
so important that tliere is no time for tlie otliers. Appropriate attention
must be given to all (spiritual, financial, physical, and social).
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Tuni Around
(Five Steps Needed)
The question is often asked, "How can I get out of tlie financial
mess I have gotten myself into?" The answer stresses effort and
detenniiiation. The journey starts with a five step "turnaround."
1 . Make God tlie director and supplier ofyour finances.
2. Avoid credit card misuse.
3. Pay cash for all purchases except real estate.
4. Receive consent from God for substantial purchases.
5. Save seed money.
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Family Budget
"But don't begin until you count the cost. For who would begin
construction of a buildmg witliout first getting estimates and tlien
checking to see if there is enough money to pay the bills? Otherwise,
you miglit complete only the foundation before running out of ftmds.
And then how everyone would laugh at you!" (Luke 14:28, 29)
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i Net income
Tithes
Savings seed 10
Buffer
Living expenses 70%
The 10 -10 -10 -70 Plan
Ifyou need wisdom�ifyou want to know what God wants
you to do-ask him, and he will gladly tell you. He will not resent
your askmg (James 1 :5).
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Be Set Free
Freedom is something every creature desires.
"And you will know the truth, and the truth will set you
free" (John 8:32).
AWAKE, CHRISTIANS! Discipline your spending and possess
the land God 18 giving you. Do you see giant, walled cities or do you
see green flowering pastures? Is your job your source or have you
turned your life over to Jesus Clirist? The persons who have learned
to follow tJieir budgets by giving God 10 percent, themselves 10
percent, and praying over tlie use of the remaining 80 percent will
find many of tlieir financial walls falling.
 
 
